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You will now have finished the five minutes’ reading time for this paper. The test will begin now.
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
•
During this introduction you should tell the invigilator immediately if you have any difficulty in
hearing the recording. Once the questions have begun, the recording will not be stopped.
•
Write your name, centre number and candidate number in the boxes above. Please write
clearly and in capital letters.
•
Use black ink.
•
Answer all the questions.
•
Read each question carefully. Make sure you know what you have to do before starting your
answer.
•
Write your answer to each question in the space provided. Additional paper may be used if
necessary but you must clearly show your candidate number, centre number and question
number(s).
•
Do not write in the bar codes.
INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES
•
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.
•
The total number of marks for this paper is 50.
•
Listen carefully to the instructions and follow the example for each exercise.
•
There will be pauses to give you time to read the questions and to write your answers.
•
You will hear all the recordings twice.
•
You may write your answers at any time during the test.
•
You do not have to write in full sentences and your answers will not be marked for the
accuracy of the language.
•
Dictionaries are not allowed.
•
Open your booklet now.
•
This document consists of 12 pages. Any blank pages are indicated.
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Exercise 1: Questions 1 to 5
A family and their weekend activities
In this exercise you will hear five short statements in Gujarati.
What activities do Hiten’s family members do at weekends?
Tick the correct box.
Example:
Hiten?

A

B

C

B

C

The correct answer is: B

1

His grandmother?

A

[1]

2

His grandfather?

A

B

C
[1]
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3

His mother?

A

B

C
[1]

4

His father?

A

B

C
[1]

5

His sister?

A

B

C
[1]
[Total: 5 marks]
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Exercise 2: Questions 6 to 12
Young people and work experience
What work experiences are the young people doing?
Look at the pictures and read the names.
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

5
Listen and for each person write the correct letter in the box.

Example:
Keval

C

6

Chetan

[1]

7

Shefali

[1]

8

Afzal

[1]

9

Khatija

[1]

10 Aarav

[1]

11 Seema

[1]

12 Khilan

[1]
[Total: 7 marks]
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Exercise 3: Questions 13 to 18
Facilities in a new park
Read the list and the sentences.
A

beauty

B

bouncy castle

C

evening

D

flower beds

E

fountain

F

morning

G

new

H

old

J

plastic

K

pond

L

swings

M

wood

Listen and write the correct letter in the box.
Example:
The park near Nayan’s home is very …

G

13 At the centre of the park, there is a …

[1]

14 People sit on benches around it to enjoy the …

[1]

[Pause]
15 The foot paths are laid among the …

[1]

16 People come here to exercise in the …

[1]

[Pause]
17 Many children visit the park because of the …

[1]

18 Tables and chairs in the picnic area are made of …

[1]
[Total: 6 marks]
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Exercise 4: Questions 19 to 24
Youth club’s special event
Read the sentences.
Listen and complete the sentences briefly IN ENGLISH.

Example:

competition

Kinari’s youth club is organising a sports ............................ .

19 The event will take place over two ............................................................................................. . [1]

20 Kinari’s team came second ....................................................................................................... . [1]

[Pause]

21 The events in the school grounds will be .................................................................................. . [1]

22 There is a charge for ................................................................................................................. . [1]

[Pause]

23 Participants will come from all over the ..................................................................................... . [1]

24 Friends or relatives will provide ................................................................................................. . [1]
[Total: 6 marks]
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Exercise 5: Questions 25 to 30
University accommodation and activities
Read the questions.
Listen and write short answers IN ENGLISH.

Example:
Why does Kavish want to go to Nottingham?

For further education

.............................................................

25 Why did Kavish go to Nottingham often?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

26 What does Kavish like about the student accommodation?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

[Pause]

27 Which facility in the students’ accommodation will Kavish have to share?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

28 What has his mother taught him to make?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

[Pause]

29 How will living on his own help him in the future?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

30 Why does Kavish want to join the Indian students’ group? Give two reasons.
(i)

.............................................................................................................................................. [1]

(ii)

.............................................................................................................................................. [1]
[Total: 7 marks]
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Exercise 6: Questions 31 to 36
Leisure and entertainment
What type of leisure activity do the young people like?
Read the list and the names.
A

… chatting with brothers and sisters.

B

… listening to music.

C

… playing music.

D

… surfing the internet for information.

E

… chatting to friends on the internet.

F

… discussing world events.

G

… watching films.

H

… watching comedies.

Listen and write the correct letter in the box.
Example:
Seema ...

G

31 Hemant …

[1]

32 Payal ...

[1]

33 Nazir ...

[1]

34 Aryaa …

[1]

35 Abhay …

[1]

36 Zabeen …

[1]
[Total: 6 marks]
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Exercise 7: Questions 37 to 40
Choosing somewhere to live
Young people talk about where they would like to live.
Look at the statements.
Listen and complete the sentences IN ENGLISH.

Example:
Kavita:

terraced house

(a) would like to buy a ................................................................................................................

the mortgage

(b) because it will belong to her when she has paid off .............................................................

37 Nayan:

on a main road

(a) would not like to live .............................................................................................................
(b) because he would not get any ............................................................................................. [1]

38 Jalni:
(a) would like her parents to buy a ............................................................................................ [1]
(b) because they have to ........................................................................................................... [1]

39 Kavit:
(a) wants his and his brother’s families to live ........................................................................... [1]
(b) so that they won’t ever ......................................................................................................... [1]

40 Bijal:
(a) would like to rent a ............................................................................................................... [1]
(b) because the owner will be responsible for ........................................................................... [1]
[Total: 7 marks]
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Exercise 8: Questions 41 to 45
Ajay’s education and new career
Read the questions.
Listen to Mena and write short answers IN ENGLISH.

Example:
What is Ajay teaching people about in Gujarat?

the environment

......................................................................

41 What experiments did Ajay carry out at school?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

42 How was Ajay able to get practical experience in his subject?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

[Pause]

43 How did Ajay know they lived simple lives? Give two examples.
(a) .............................................................................................................................................. [1]
(b) .............................................................................................................................................. [1]

[Pause]

44 Why did Ajay talk to the farmers?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]

45 Why did some farmers start to use chemical fertilisers?
..................................................................................................................................................... [1]
[Total: 6 marks]
END OF QUESTION PAPER
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